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315000-390 - Hangit photo wall, natural

12,04 EUR
Item no.: 331646

shipping weight: 0.30 kg
Manufacturer: Umbra

Product Description
Hangit photo wall, natural
The Hangit Photo Wall is a collage picture frame with wire yarn and mini clothespins for hanging photos, pictures, postcards and art.
There is nothing like a beautifully designed scrapbook. The thoughtful process of collecting and attaching the exquisite pieces is art. While most of us have digitized this process and
manage and share ideas on social media sites like Pinterest, Instagram and Tumblr, we think it's important to get away from pixels for a moment and bring your favorite images to
life.
We present Hangit from Umbra. Forget scissors and glue and show your photos in a way that can be admired by many. Attach your photos and memories with the mini clothespins
distributed on 5 wire cords - arrange your objects as you like best. Hangit is a special gift for special people in your life such as family, friends, teachers or fellow students. Don't hide
your pictures and keepsakes in your mobile phone or photo album, but create your own personal photo gallery for your home, office or student room.
The versatile Hangit photo frame can also be used for many other things, such as tickets, awards or children's artwork. Use Hangit for anything that has a special meaning for you.
Hangit is also the perfect decoration for student apartments. Your room decoration can be changed in no time at all. Share pictures, clip photos from your last weekend on the
cords, or attach inspirational quotes to your Hangit. Alternatively, you can use it for your wedding reception. Whether it's for your seating plan, an attractive holder for
congratulations, or a frame for photos of family, friends or special memories from the past, Hangit is versatile. Did we already mention that Polaroid pictures also look good on
Hangit?
About Umbra: Umbra is an internationally operating design company known for original, modern, cool, functional and affordable products for home & living.
Scope of delivery:

● wooden sticks
● 5 rows of clotheslines
● clothes pegs
● Screws and mounting aids

● Designer: Sung Wook Park
● Colour: natural
● Size: 76 cm x 66 cm x 4 cm
● Weight: 0,3 kg
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